Participation in this tournament means that you have agreed to the
following Paradise Terms and Conditions
We are very privileged to be able to play disc golf on the Paradise Trust property.
It is most important to respect the local rules, the physical environment, and other people using the
property e.g. the caretaker/s, people staying in Miller House, horse riders.
Regardless of whether you are sleeping on the property, participation in this tournament means
that you have agreed to the following terms and conditions.
Breaking of any of the rules on this contract will result in instant disqualification.
1. No dogs.
2. No camping, camper vans, or caravans, unless approved by the Tournament Director.
3. Drive slowly on the property; top speed of 10 kmh.
4. If you are staying on the property, no driving once you are at your accommodation.
5. No driving at all to Dolans, Nox, and Dart huts; ask the Tournament Director about the golf
buggy being hired ($10/hut) to transport you and your luggage.
6. If you are staying on the property and need directions, check the accommodation sign at the
crossroads, or ask the Tournament Director or another player. DON’T ask the caretaker, Mandy, in
the Pink House, for directions.
7. Be very quiet and restrained around the Pink House and the adjacent Miller House, especially
after 12:30 a.m.
8. If you are staying on the property, use the blue plastic bags provided for rubbish. If rubbish is left
in the buildings there is a $200 fine, which those staying there will be jointly responsible for.
9. Use the toilet facilities provided; peeing is okay in the bush/forest, pooing is DEFINITELY NOT.
10. When walking in the bush, walk on the brown ground, not the green; the moss and small plants
are very vulnerable.
11. Cigarette smokers, carry a container around with you for your butts. Don’t litter, and there is a
fire risk. No smoking during rounds.
12. Pause play, and be still and quiet if a horse trekking group comes anywhere near you.
13. Accommodation huts must be left clean and tidy, with all dishes dried and put away, by 10 a.m.
on the morning of your departure.
14. Other rules may be announced at the tournament and these will be considered to be part of the
terms and conditions.

